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Chrome Plating Challenges
Solved with Comprehensive
Pump Product Line
From automotive to aerospace, hard chrome finishes are an integral part of
numerous industries. Plating shops that produce these finishes perform a
wide range of filtration, mixing and cleaning, which require use of heavy-duty
pumps in their systems to withstand the harsh materials involved.
Specializing in plating and polishing, Erie Hard Chrome
offers several precision processes. Their capacity ranges
from 10-ton parts to detailed inserts. To support production,
the company requires a full line of pumps at their facility
to suit a wide range of applications.
For the quality products they need, Erie Hard Chrome has
partnered with Finish Thompson, Inc.
“I’m extremely happy with Finish Thompson’s product
line,” reports Scott Geiser, manager at Erie Hard Chrome.
“We have installed six different models of Finish
Thompson pumps, each with its own chemical resistance
and volume specs, to meet all the varied demands of
our operations.”

A to Z Solutions for Chrome Plating Facilities
Fume Scrubbers The Finish Thompson AC8 horizontal
centrifugal model is perfect for Erie Hard Chrome’s fume
scrubbing application. Geiser explains, “The pump has to
handle the acidic solution and whatever materials are in
the fumes that the machine is grabbing, and this pump
does it. It creates enough volume and
withstands the chemicals well.”

AC Series
Compact, metallic centrifugal
pumps; easy to operate and handle,
constructed with corrosion-resistant materials to
withstand the harshest chemical environments.
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Drum pumping Erie Hard Chrome uses Finish Thompson’s
EF Series drum pumps to pump chemicals out of their
55-gallon drums. Geiser reports, “We’ve invested in six
of these pumps, since they can empty our large drums
quickly and efficiently.”
Tank cleaning “Our biggest tank is 7,000 gallons,” notes
Geiser. “We use a 10-horsepower centrifugal chemical
pump, Finish Thompson’s SP22V self-priming mag drive
pump, for this task. When our chrome plating tanks
become dirty with chromates, one pump can handle
the large volumes. At 280 gallons per minute, we can
filter out the tank in less than 30 minutes. It’s an
incredible product.”
Ultrasonic cleaner The DB4P centrifugal pump offers
two qualities that make it ideal for Erie Hard Chrome’s
ultrasonic cleaner. “As a compact pump, it doesn’t take up
space, but it gives us the volume that we need,” Geiser
explains.
Waste water The facility uses an SP10P-M207 centrifugal pump on their waste water application. The pump
recirculates sulfuric acid. “Volume is key here,” notes
Geiser. “We have to clean large volumes of nickel so it’s
ready for production again, and this pump gives us the
volume we need to run the acid through large tanks.”

EF Series
An ideal replacement for hand
pumps and an economical
choice for light-duty transfer of
light acids and bases, solvents,
cleaners and coolants.
SP Series
Self-priming pumps lift up
to 25 feet (7.6 meters) to
transfer chemicals from
bulk storage to process or
day tanks. Magnetic drive, sealless centrifugal
design provides leak-free performance.
DB Series
Best efficiency of
any pump in its class,
DB Series centrifugal
pumps feature a sealless
magnetic drive; designed for handling
harsh chemicals, including strong acids,
bases, solvents.
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Why They Work
“Our complete line of pumps offers solutions for all of
Erie Hard Chrome’s processes,” notes Pete Scantlebury,
VP of Development for Finish Thompson. “We touch on
many aspects of the business, delivering quality and
reliability for each application. Other pumps, featuring
mechanical seals, don’t hold up in this setting. Our
sealless design is key for many of these applications.
The pumps do a better job of handling the chromic acid
and other harsh materials involved in this industry.”

Finish Thompson Inc. designs and manufactures pumps for the
safe transfer of a wide variety of corrosive fluids. Products include
sealless mag-drive centrifugal pumps with run-dry capability,
mechanically sealed pumps, drum/barrel pumps, vertical mag-drive
pumps, multi-stage pumps and the FTI Air line of air operated
double diaphragm (AODD) pumps.

“More Bang for Our Buck”
Geiser reports complete satisfaction with their range of
Finish Thompson pumps. “Looking at competitors, we
might pay double for pumps to get the volume we need.
With Finish Thompson, we get more bang for our buck.
And as far as maintenance goes, we rarely have to work
on them. For what these pumps have to go through,
I’m very impressed.”
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